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07. DIGITAL STUDIO
a fully networked and equipped studio for hire
 as an educational resource

08. CONFERENCE ROOMS
spaces available for hire equipped with digital 
presentation equipment. 

10. CAFE \ BAR \ CLUB 
a multipurpose space designed to be an
atmospheric social venue.

 

14. PUBLIC SQUARE
a sheltered south facing square enclosed by 
The Howard Hotel to the West.

13. PUBLIC GALLERY
a layered roof light space with to act as a 
versitile space to showcase Creative Sheffield.

02. CINEMA WALL
a blank south elevation facing the showroom
could be used for summer film screenings.

15. LIGHT WALL
an interactive advertising  board housing
lights to respond to changing exhibitions

12. AUDITORIUM
a raked auditorium capable of blackout for
film screenings

16. DESIGN KIOSK
A small shop to sell coffee, books, posters
and postcards.

06. CRECHE
an in-house facility providing child care for 
working parents  

03. KITCHENS
each floor is equipped with a kitchen, locker 
room and art sink

04. TOILETS
each floor is equipped with male and 
female disability accessible wc’s

09. MAINTENANCE YARD
a large service yard recycling centre and 
storage area is accesses from Pond Street

01. FLEXIBLE OFFICE SPACE
open floor plate and flat slab allows for easy
partitioning inside an adaptable 6m grid

11. RECEPTION SERVICES
secured entrance and bureau services for 
the workspace above.

CREATIVE HUB

EXHIBITION CENTRE

MANAGED WORKSPACE

A VISUAL BRIEF

EXPLODED AXONOMETRIC VIEW

SPATIAL ORGANISATION

17. BICYCLE STORAGE
the building provides safe storage for staff 
bicycles

18. STAFF SHOWERS
the building encourages cycling to work with 
showering facilities in the basement

19. PLANT ROOMS
There are 2 plant rooms: a heat recovery unit 
on the roof and general plant in the basement
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SHEFFIELD DESIGNERS’ GUILD

Traditionally creative production in Sheffield was embedded in the daily life of the city.  Cutlery trades, factories 
and light industry were located alongside workers’ housing and every street had a public meeting place on the 
corner.  The ‘Designers’ Guild’ learns from the urban diversity of this mixed-use model providing a workplace, 
an educational facility, a crèche, a venue, a bar/nightclub and an exhibition centre together. Integrating 
community programs into the framework of a managed workspace to encourage the exchange of skills and 
knowledge and to ensure the people of Sheffield become active participants in the creative regeneration of their 
city.

The site is a threshold and a confluence; a place where people from different walks of life cross paths.  The 
architecture of the designers’ guild is quiet allowing space for the inginuity of the cities greatest asset - its 
people.  

The building is a thought of as the tool of an artist; simple, well made, hard-wearing and adaptable; a structure 
that gains character as it inherits traces of use from the creative community working within.  The intention is to 
provide a shell; a building that is incomplete until it has been modified and personalised.  A generous, 
environmentally responsive concrete frame is clad carefully with inexpensive materials to evoke the characterful 
directness of Sheffield's industrial past.  A monochrome structure supports a playful adjustable façade to 
animate the Sheaf Valley with colour and movement and to offer an alluring glimpse into the vibrant inner 
workings of Sheffield’s cultural industry.  A highly flexible workspace is layered above a cluster of atmospheric 
exhibition spaces responding both to the changing needs of Sheffield’s creative industries while also defining 
a unique cultural destination for the wider public.  
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05. ROOF GARDENS
a grass roof above the exhibition space 
provides a break out space for the offices

01. PERSISTENCE WORKS

02. THE WORKSTATION

04. THE SHOWROOM

03. THE HUBS
08. THE MILLENNIUM GALLERIES

05. SHEFFIELD TRAIN STATION

LOCATION PLAN

INDUSTRIAL SHEFFIELD MIXED USE

CREATIVE SHEFFIELD MIXED USE

06. THE HOWARD HOTEL

09. SHEFFIELD HALLAM 

07. THE DESIGNERS’ GUILD


